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Mean Mothers
2009-10-13

drawn from research and the real life experiences of adult daughters mean mothers illuminates one of the last cultural taboos what happens when a woman does not or cannot love her own daughter
peg streep co author of the highly acclaimed girl in the mirror has subtitled this important eye opening exploration of the darker side of maternal behavior overcoming the legacy of hurt there are no
psychopathic child abusers in mean mothers instead this essential volume focuses on the more subtle forms of psychological damage inflicted by mothers on their unappreciated daughters and offers
help and support to those women who were forced to suffer a parent s cruelty and neglect

Daughter Detox
2017

a self help book based in science the result of more than a decade of research daughter detox offers the daughters of unloving mothers vital information guidance and real strategies for healing from
childhood experiences and building genuine self esteem writer peg streep lays out seven distinct but interconnected stages on the path to reclaim your life from the effects of a toxic childhood
discovery discernment distnguish disarm reclaim redirect and recover each step is clearly explained and richly detailed with the stories of other women approaches drawn from psychology and other
disciplines and unique exercises the book will help the reader tackle her own self doubt and become consciously aware of how her mother s treatment continues to shape her behavior even today the
message of the book is direct what you experienced in childhood need not continue to hold you back in life what was learned can be unlearned with effort the book begins with discovery opening up the
reader s understanding of how she has been wounded and influenced by her mother s treatment recognizing the eight toxic maternal behaviors dismissive controlling emotionally unavailable unreliable
self involved or narcissistic combative enmeshed or role reversed lays the foundation for the daughter s awareness of how her way of looking at the world connecting to others and ability to manage
stress were affected discernment delves into the patterns of relationship in her family of origin and how they played a part in her development and then shifts to looking closely at how the daughter
adapted to her treatment either silencing or losing her true self in the process next up is distinguish seeing how the behavioral patterns we learned in childhood animate all of our relationships in the
present with lovers and spouses relatives friends neighbors and colleagues the act of distinguishing allows us to see why so many of us end up in unsatisfying relationships chose the wrong partners or
are unable to develop close friendships active recovery begins with disarm as the daughter learns how to disconnect unconscious patterns of reaction and behavior and substitute actions that will
foster the growth of self esteem understanding the triggers that set us off the cues that put us on the defensive and the default positions of blaming ourselves and making excuses for other people s
toxic behavior are addressed as are unhealthy behaviors such as rumination rejection sensitivity and more reclaim is the stage at which the reader begins to actively make new choices preparing
herself so that she can live the life she desires by seeing herself as having agency and being empowered making new choices and figuring out how to manage her relationship to her unloving or toxic
mother is the focus of redirect there are stories to inspire and challenge your thinking exercises that show you how to swap out self criticism for self compassion guidance on how to use journaling as a
tool of self discovery and growth and advice on goal setting finally recover challenges the reader to come up with a new definition of what it means to heal suggests tools to overcome the obstacles she
places in her own way and strategies to become the best most authentic version of herself

Quitting (previously published as Mastering the Art of Quitting)
2015-03-10

find out why the happiest most successful people have the ability both to persist and to quit do you believe that winners never quit and quitters never win do you tend to hang in longer than you should
even when you re unhappy our culture usually defines quitting as admitting defeat but persistence isn t always the answer when a goal is no longer useful we need to be able to quit to get the most out
of life in quitting bestselling author peg streep and psychotherapist alan bernstein reveal simple truths that apply to goal setting and achievement in all areas of life including work love and
relationships without the ability to give up most people will end up in a discouraging loop quitting is a healthy adaptive response when a goal can t be reached quitting permits growth and learning as
well as the ability to frame new goals featuring compelling stories of people who successfully quit along with helpful questionnaires and goal maps to guide you on the right path quitting will help you
evaluate whether your goals are working for or against you and whether you need to let go in order to start anew
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Girl in the Mirror
2002-02-06

the one book every mother of a girl age 9 to 19 needs to have on her shelves girl in the mirror is the book we ve all been looking for it teaches us that our daughters adolescence isn t a time to be
gotten through or survived instead it s a tremendous opportunity not just to foster social emotional and intellectual growth but to forge new connections between us and our daughters drawing on the
latest research and interviews with experts in different fields girl in the mirror sheds new light on the journey that is adolescence the crucial interaction between mother and daughter and the ways in
which our own parenting skills must evolve as our daughters move into a new stage of growth

Altars Made Easy
1997-10-29

gives step by step instructions on creating altars that focus energy and reflect the spirit

Giving Voice to Myself
1996-10-01

decorated with vibrant watercolors and strewn with quotes poems and other words of inspiration giving voice to myself is a unique tool for self expression that will appeal to women everywhere the fill
in pages of this attractive book gently lead women on a retrospective journey through life and opens the door to self discovery and personal growth full color

Grandmother's Gift
1996-01-01

a companion volume to the well received daughter detox recovering from an unloving mother and reclaiming your life this 200 page book will support your efforts at healing and recovery through
unique and specially crafted exercises and prompted journal pages designed to clarify your thinking and enable you to see how your childhood experiences affect you in the here and now the daughter
detox guided journal and workbook will permit you to explore your thoughts and feelings without feeling the pressure that a traditional journal with its blank pages often induces the guided journal and
workbook follows the same seven stages of healing as daughter detox but in a much more active and participatory manner this is a book in which reading is less important than activity in each of the
sections of the workbook discover discern distinguish disarm reclaim redirect recover you will encounter a progressive series of exercises each of which will push you closer to understanding by
making the unconscious conscious and motivate you to start changing the behaviors that are getting in the way of your happiness and fulfillment among the skills the exercises and journal entries are
meant to bolster and grow are seeing yourself with clarity and not as others have defined you listening and paying attention to your inner thoughts strengthening and expanding your emotional
intelligence becoming better at articulating your needs in a relationship choosing relationships that work for you and enrich your life using visualization to calm yourself in times of stress getting in
touch with the signals your body is sending you curbing your reactivity and managing your emotions productively

The Daughter Detox Guided Journal and Workbook
2018-02-28

we have a natural tendency to see the best in things to put a positive spin on situations and to err on the side of optimistic we are a nation of wishful thinkers we are hard wired to believe that if at first
you don t succeed try and try again but hanging in there at all costs and persisting no matter how many setbacks you face is actually unhealthy and unbalanced give up to get on explains why quitting
done right can be an act of self assertion a source of potential empowerment and a doorway to new possibilities the most satisfied people know both how to persist and how to quit they are flexible and
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adaptive to change they know when to let go of unattainable goals and move on and when they do quit they do so decisively and set new goals without looking back give up to get on will teach you how
to make quitting a thoughtful and intelligent decision which will take you out of dead end jobs doomed relationships and flailing careers

Give Up to Get On
2014-01-02

please note this is a companion version not the original book sample book insights 1 the visual cliff experiment is a test of depth perception and how it is developed it involves a checkerboard pattern
that lies flush under a plexiglas surface for half of its length but then slants some four feet creating the illusion of a sheer drop beneath the solid surface 2 the infant s cry is pitched in such a way to get
the attention of the adult brain it is also the most effective way of distracting participants so that they can t even perform the simplest of subtraction tasks 3 babies are hardwired to need their mothers
attention and love but they also come equipped with behaviors that make it hard for their mothers to ignore them this is why if your connection to your mother has been fraught difficult or even
damaging a very big part of you still wants and needs her love 4 the strange situation is a series of staged encounters with the mother and child coming into the unfamiliar lab room the mother would
sit back as the child played and explored the room then a stranger would enter speak to the mother and approach the infant while the baby was distracted the mother would leave the room

Summary of Peg Streep's Daughter Detox
2022-03-25T22:59:00Z

especially created as a gift book this spiritual anthology combines sumptuously decorated pages with classic and contemporary texts to inspire the mind and the spirit for the millions involved in
growth and recovery includes selections from favorite prayers and kahlil gibran dr m scott peck robert frost rabbi harold kushner and others slipcased with a ribbon marker 100 full color illustrations

Spiritual Illuminations
1992

a powerful look at the importance of a mother s presence in the first years of life featured in the wall street journal and seen on good morning america fox friends and cbs new york in this important
and empowering book veteran psychoanalyst erica komisar explains why a mother s emotional and physical presence in her child s life especially during the first three years gives the child a greater
chance of growing up emotionally healthy happy secure and resilient in other words when it comes to connecting with your baby or toddler more is more compassionate and balanced and focusing on
the emotional health of children and moms alike this book shows parents how to give their little ones the best chance for developing into healthy and loving adults based on more than two decades of
clinical work established psychoanalytic theory and the most cutting edge neurobiological research on caregiving attachment and brain development being there explains how to establish emotional
connection with a newborn or young child regardless of whether you re able to work part time or stay home how to ease transitions to minimize stress for your baby or toddler how to select and train
quality childcare what s true and false about widely held beliefs like i m not good with babies and i ll make up for it when he s older how to recognize and combat feelings of postpartum depression or
boredom why three months of maternity leave is not long enough and how parents can take control of their choices to provide for their family s emotional needs in the first three years being a new
mom isn t easy but with support emotional awareness and coping skills it can be the most magical and essential work we ll ever do

Verbal Abuse
2022-11-15

peg streep s sanctuaries of the goddess is a journey into the past a spiritual adventure into a long buried time that captures in glorious images and words the peaceable generative deity of prehistory
and her sacred sites long before judaism and christianity long before the greco roman pantheon of gods and goddesses the peoples of western and central europe and the near east worshipped a
goddess seen in many guises who encompassed both the awesome power of nature and the forces of life and death the far reaches of her power found their expression in artifacts sculptures and
carvings and at the sites where she was venerated caves sanctuaries and temples that have slept for thousands of years sanctuaries of the goddess brings once holy places dramatically back to life and
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recaptures their numinous power the spiritual and archaeological significance of these ancient sites and their artifacts is conveyed in glowing photographs from the caves of lascaux in france to the
awe inspiring underground chambers of the hypogeum on malta the mysteries of ireland s dowth and knowth and the mountain sanctuaries of crete the accompanying text takes readers deep into the
past offering glimpses of rites and rituals half hidden in the shadows of history and illuminating the mysteries of the ancient goddess for the present day book jacket

Being There
2017-04-11

each page of this lavish book brings out the uniquely american icon of the smiling cowgirl set among the stories and symbols of ancient mythologies

Sanctuaries of the Goddess
1994

third in the bestselling series begun with spiritual illuminations and an awakening spirit sumptuously illustrated and embellished with gold kindred spirits reflects on the ties that bind us exquisitely
produced and slipcased this beautiful volume is a gift to be treasured by family members and friends of all ages full color

Cowgirl Rising
1997

have you ever obsessed over your body s problem areas killed an hour on the sidebar of shame wondered whether to try 50 sex tips to please your man felt worse after doing any of the above holly and
rhiannon grew up reading glossy mags and like most women thought of them as just a bit of fun but over time they started to feel uneasy not just about magazines but about music videos page 3 and
women being labelled frigid princesses or tramps so following the amazing success of their vagenda blog they wrote this book welcome to your indispensable guide to the madness of women s media

More Than Skin Deep
2007

1 new york times bestseller the groundbreaking work that poses one of the most provocative questions of a generation what is happening to the selves of adolescent girls as a therapist mary pipher was
becoming frustrated with the growing problems among adolescent girls why were so many of them turning to therapy in the first place why had these lovely and promising human beings fallen prey to
depression eating disorders suicide attempts and crushingly low self esteem the answer hit a nerve with pipher with parents and with the girls themselves crashing and burning in a developmental
bermuda triangle they were coming of age in a media saturated culture preoccupied with unrealistic ideals of beauty and images of dehumanized sex a culture rife with addictions and sexually
transmitted diseases they were losing their resiliency and optimism in a girl poisoning culture that propagated values at odds with those necessary to survive told in the brave fearless and honest
voices of the girls themselves who are emerging from the chaos of adolescence reviving ophelia is a call to arms offering important tactics empathy and strength and urging a change where young
hearts can flourish again and rediscover and reengage their sense of self

Kindred Spirits
1995

a resource for daughters of mothers with narcissistic personality disorder explains how to manage feelings of inadequacy and abandonment in the face of inappropriate maternal expectations and
conditional love in a step by step guide that shares recommendations for creating a personalized program for self protection and recovery 50 000 first printing
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The Vagenda
2014-05-01

for years nancy snyderman has been a familiar and trusted presence in the lives of women all over the country both as a medical correspondent and an author now she turns her attention to those
continuing journeys of self discovery and fulfillment that are part of every woman s life filled with her own heartfelt and revealing stories necessary journeys now available in paperback illuminates the
joys and challenges of women s everyday lives and shows us how every experience can be an opportunity for emotional and spiritual growth at the heart of this book are the real issues women ages 35
60 confront no matter which path they have chosen issues of confidence and self esteem of love and relationships health and aging parenting and self fulfillment nancy snyderman has written that rare
book of insight encouragement and support one which reminds all women that we already possess what we need to give voice to our inner selves at each stage of our lives with more than 100 000
copies in print necessary journeys has moved the hearts of fans everywhere landing on bestseller lists nationwide including usa today publishers weekly san francisco chronicle and featured across the
nation in good housekeeping and the chicago tribune

Reviving Ophelia
2005-08-01

in today s selfie obsessed culture we are living in an age of narcissism society often celebrates this potentially harmful trait rather than understanding it as a psychological disorder for extreme
narcissists self absorbed characteristics result in destructive behavior that harms not only the individual but everyone around them burgo has developed a useful guidebook to help you identify
understand and manage narcissistic personalities and offers easy to understand tools and solutions to survive assaults on your own self esteem

Will I Ever be Good Enough?
2008

for thousands of years on our planet humanity has been involved in a symbiotic relationship with plants not only have plants supplied mankind with a never ending food source the necessary
nourishment for our bodies and life itself but they have also served us in another way an extremely important and intricate one yet an often overlooked one this book uncovers the natural link between
man consciousness and god

Necessary Journeys
2001-04-18

there s so much that so many daughters have never heard from their mothers from advice to support to compliments to validation to encouragement perhaps you do not have a mother who is able to
say these things to you or perhaps you have a mother who won t to the unloved daughter is a daybook of the loving words you need to hear

The Narcissist You Know
2016-09-27

dear reader if you have not read anything about the baudelaire orphans then before you read even one more sentence you should know this violet klaus and sunny are kindhearted and quick witted but
their lives i am sorry to say are filled with bad luck and misery all of the stories about these three children are unhappy and wretched and this one may be the worst of them all if you haven t got the
stomach for a story that includes a hurricane a signalling device hungry leeches cold cucumber soup a horrible villain and a doll named pretty penny then this book will probably fill you with despair i
will continue to record these tragic tales for that is what i do you however should decide for yourself whether you can possibly endure this miserable story with all due respect lemony snicket
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Mushrooms and Mankind
2000

an empowering book strategies for freeing yourself from the control of an unhealthy mother relationship susan forward phd 1 new york times bestselling author of toxic parents for any adult daughter
who struggles with a narcissistic controlling or otherwise difficult mother here s the good news your mother doesn t have to change in order for you to be happy inspired by her own journey karen c l
anderson shows women how to emotionally separate from their difficult mothers without guilt and anxiety so they can finally create a life based on their own values desires needs and preferences with
personal stories practical tools and journal prompts that can be used now to feel better anderson compassionately leads women struggling in their relationships with their difficult mothers through a
process of self awareness and understanding her experience with hundreds of women has resulted in cases of profound growth and transformation this book is about anderson discovering and
accepting the whole of who she is separate from her mother and in relatable real funny and compassionate prose making her discoveries accessible to women struggling to redefine their own
challenging relationships with their mothers learn why mothers and daughters can have difficult relationships how to heal and transform your mother wounds how to tell your stories in a way that
empowers how to handle the uncomfortable emotions that seem inevitable the art of creating articulating and maintaining impeccable boundaries how to stop shouldering how to re mother yourself
and acknowledge honor and meet your needs

To the Unloved Daughter
2018-08-02

bold bossy and bracing fail fast fail often is like a 200 page shot of b12 meant to energize the listless job seeker new york times what if your biggest mistake is that you never make mistakes ryan
babineaux and john krumboltz psychologists career counselors and creators of the popular stanford university course fail fast fail often have come to a compelling conclusion happy and successful
people tend to spend less time planning and more time acting they get out into the world try new things and make mistakes and in doing so they benefit from unexpected experiences and opportunities
drawing on the authors research in human development and innovation fail fast fail often shows readers how to allow their enthusiasm to guide them to act boldly and to leverage their strengths even if
they are terrified of failure

A Series of Unfortunate Events #3: The Wide Window
2000-02-02

harvard medical school psychologist and huffington post blogger craig malkin addresses the narcissism epidemic by illuminating the spectrum of narcissism identifying ways to control the trait and
explaining how too little of it may be a bad thing what is narcissism is one of the fastest rising searches on google and articles on the topic routinely go viral yet the word narcissist seems to mean
something different every time it s uttered people hurl the word as insult at anyone who offends them it s become so ubiquitous in fact that it s lost any clear meaning the only certainty these days is
that it s bad to be a narcissist really bad inspiring the same kind of roiling queasiness we feel when we hear the words sexist or racist that s especially troubling news for millennials the people born
after 1980 who ve been branded the most narcissistic generation ever in rethinking narcissism readers will learn that there s far more to narcissism than its reductive invective would imply the truth is
that we all fall on a spectrum somewhere between utter selflessness on the one side and arrogance and grandiosity on the other a healthy middle exhibits a strong sense of self on the far end lies
sociopathy malkin deconstructs healthy from unhealthy narcissism and offers clear step by step guidance on how to promote healthy narcissism in our partners our children and ourselves

Difficult Mothers, Adult Daughters
2018-03-13

with mothers who can t love a healing guide for daughters susan forward ph d author of the smash 1 bestseller toxic parents offers a powerful look at the devastating impact unloving mothers have on
their daughters and provides clear effective techniques for overcoming that painful legacy in more than 35 years as a therapist forward has worked with large numbers of women struggling to escape
the emotional damage inflicted by the women who raised them subjected to years of criticism competition role reversal smothering control emotional neglect and abuse these women are plagued by
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anxiety and depression relationship problems lack of confidence and difficulties with trust they doubt their worth and even their ability to love forward examines the narcissistic mother the competitive
mother the overly enmeshed mother the control freak mothers who need mothering and mothers who abuse or fail to protect their daughters from abuse filled with compelling case histories mothers
who can t love outlines the self help techniques forward has developed to transform the lives of her clients showing women how to overcome the pain of childhood and how to act in their own best
interests warm and compassionate mothers who can t love offers daughters the emotional support and tools they need to heal themselves and rebuild their confidence and self respect

Fail Fast, Fail Often
2013-12-26

a psychologist offers a roadmap for those looking to break free of toxic family relationships and thrive in the aftermath toxic family abuse is always two fold the first layer of abuse is the original poor
treatment by toxic family members and the second is someone s denial of the ways in which abusers treat and harm them loving someone doesn t always mean having a relationship with them just like
forgiveness doesn t always mean reconciliation a significant part of healing comes with accepting that there are some relationships that are so poisonous that they destroy one s ability to be healthy
and function best but it s your family is a remarkable account of what it means to cut ties to toxic family abuse and thrive in the aftermath inside dr sherrie campbell clarifies how parents adult children
siblings grandparents and in laws can be toxic the difference between flawed and toxic family members explaining the cutting of ties to children and others who may not understand spiritual and
religious views on forgiveness the definition of cutting ties and what no contact actually means when readers are able to bring closure to those toxic relationships they give themselves the space to love
those family members from a distance as fellow human beings with the knowledge that it is unwise to remain connected readers learn how to love themselves in the process and fundamentally change
their lives for the better

Rethinking Narcissism
2015-07-07

one of the most talented actresses of her generation meryl streep provides a high benchmark by which others are measured in films such as the deer hunter 1978 kramer vs kramer 1979 mamma mia
2008 and the iron lady 2010 streep has astounded audiences with her ability to fully inhabit characters she has received 17 academy award nominations and 27 golden globe nominations more
nominations than any other actor in the history of either award meryl streep anatomy of an actor is a new addition to cahiers du cinema a fascinating series from the world renowned cinema magazine
the book focuses on ten key performances exploring the unparalleled career of meryl streep through narrative and analytical text accompanied by 300 images including film stills and set photographs
as well as film sequences script notes and more this thoughtful and lively examination of streep s craft will appeal to film professionals and casual movie fans alike

Mothers Who Can't Love
2013-10-01

a brilliant book about how we identify the often charming people who only spread misery jeremy vine bbc radio 2 bma medical awards 2020 highly commended some people are so stressful they can
actually make us ill gameplayers bullies users and abusers all pose a risk to our health and welfare if we don t take action this book presents the tools we need to deal with the toxic people in our lives
who drain our energy it explains how to make healthy relationship choices set proper boundaries and recognize the red flags that should alert us to avoid certain people whether you are struggling
with a narcissistic partner or dealing with a bullying boss or a sociopathic colleague there is practical advice that will help you not only to protect your mental wellbeing but also to thrive you will
understand the nature of the toxic workplace how to avoid it and if necessary survive within it if you re surrounded by the takers of this world read this book and gain the freedom to make your own
choices and live your own life

But It's Your Family . . .
2019-01-01
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have you ever been lied to by a lover in this straightforward and supportive book therapist susan forward profiles the wide variety of liars shows you how to deal with the lies from the benign to the
lethal that these men spin and gives practical strategies to stop them before they ruin your relationship and ultimately your life once you find out the truth about your lover and his lies what do you do
forward offers practical proven step by step methods for healing the wounds caused by his deception and betrayal she provides all the communication and behavioral techniques you need to deal with a
lover s lies telling you exactly what to say when and how to respond to his reactions and how to present your requirements for staying in the relationship with understanding and compassion she helps
you decide whether your relationship can be saved and shows you how to move beyond doubt and regret if you feel that it can t but whether you stay or go you can learn to love and trust again

Daily Strength for Daily Needs
1884

edelman illuminates the transformative power of understanding mother loss and offers essential wisdom library journal when hope edelman author of the new york times bestseller motherless
daughters became a parent she found herself revisiting the loss of her mother in ways she had never anticipated now the mother of two young girls edelman set out to learn how the loss of a mother to
death or abandonment can affect the ways women raise their own children in motherless mothers edelman uses her own story as a prism to reveal the unique anxieties and desires that these women
experience as they raise their children without the help of a living maternal guide in an impeccably researched luminously written book enriched by the voices of the mothers themselves and filled with
practical insight and advice from experienced professionals she examines their parenting choices their triumphs and their fears and offers motherless mothers the guidance and support they want and
need

Meryl Streep: Anatomy of an Actor
2014-01-06

encounters with embarrassment guilt self consciousness and remorse are unavoidable in everyday life although uncomfortable they often have something to teach us this family of emotions collectively
known as shame can help highlight our goals and values and can be used as a tool for self knowledge in this accessible and engaging book psychotherapist joseph burgo draws on his 35 years of
experience in private practice to reclaim this supposedly toxic emotion and transform it into a force of empowerment self esteem canÕt thrive in the soil of nonstop praise and encouragement instead it
depends upon setting and meeting goals living up to the expectations we hold for ourselves and sharing our joy in achievement with the people who matter most to us this intimate look at the spectrum
of shame emotions offers a new positive route forward from shame to joy dignity and self esteem

Toxic People
2021-05-13

a woman can always count on are her friends right but what if those friendships are hurtful harmful even toxic susan shapiro barash explores the ten types of female friends and shows you why and
how women get stuck with the worst kinds the ways to get unstuck and how to recognize a true friend for example the leader of the pack it s all on her terms the doormat and why you re the one
paying the price the misery lover she wants to feel your pain really the user and why you seldom see her coming the trophy friend and what you gain from each other provocative and fascinating susan
shapiro barash looks at the bonds and bondage of female friendships in a new light

When Your Lover Is a Liar
1999-12-22

new york times bestseller a new york times notable book a modern classic of personal journalism the orchid thief is susan orlean s wickedly funny elegant and captivating tale of an amazing obsession
determined to clone an endangered flower the rare ghost orchid polyrrhiza lindenii a deeply eccentric and oddly attractive man named john laroche leads orlean on an unforgettable tour of america s
strange flower selling subculture through florida s swamps and beyond along with the seminoles who help him and the forces of justice who fight him in the end orlean and the reader will have more
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respect for underdog determination and a powerful new definition of passion in this new edition coming fifteen years after its initial publication and twenty years after she first met the orchid thief
orlean revisits this unforgettable world and the route by which it was brought to the screen in the film adaptation in a new retrospective essay look for special features inside join the random house
reader s circle for author chats and more praise for the orchid thief stylishly written whimsical yet sophisticated quirkily detailed and full of empathy the orchid thief shows orlean s gifts in full bloom
the new york times book review fascinating an engrossing journey full of theft hatred greed jealousy madness and backstabbing los angeles times orlean s snapshot vivid pitch perfect prose is fast
becoming one of our national treasures the washington post book world orlean s gifts are her ear for the self skewing dialogue her eye for the incongruous convincing detail and her didion like deftness
in description boston sunday globe a swashbuckling piece of reporting that celebrates some virtues that made america great the wall street journal

Motherless Mothers
2009-10-06

secrecy world is the inspiration for the major motion picture the laundromat from director steven soderbergh starring meryl streep gary oldman and antonio banderas a two time pulitzer prize winning
journalist takes us inside the world revealed by the panama papers a landscape of illicit money political corruption and fraud on a global scale a hidden circulatory system flows beneath the surface of
global finance carrying trillions of dollars from drug trafficking tax evasion bribery and other illegal enterprises this network masks the identities of the individuals who benefit from these activities
aided by bankers lawyers and auditors who get paid to look the other way in secrecy world the pulitzer prize winning investigative reporter jake bernstein explores this shadow economy and how it
evolved drawing on millions of leaked documents from the files of the panamanian law firm mossack fonseca a trove now known as the panama papers as well as other journalistic and government
investigations bernstein shows how shell companies operate how they allow the superwealthy and celebrities to escape taxes and how they provide cover for illicit activities on a massive scale by crime
bosses and corrupt politicians across the globe bernstein traveled to the caribbean latin america europe and within the united states to uncover how these strands fit together who is involved how they
operate and the real world impact he recounts how mossack fonseca was exposed and what lies ahead for the corporations banks law firms individuals and governments that are implicated secrecy
world offers a disturbing and sobering view of how the world really works and raises critical questions about financial and legal institutions we may once have trusted

Shame
2018-12-06

sure to become a classic on female empowerment a groundbreaking exploration of the personal cultural and global implications of intergenerational trauma created by patriarchy how it is passed down
from mothers to daughters and how we can break this destructive cycle why do women keep themselves small and quiet why do they hold back professionally and personally what fuels the uncertainty
and lack of confidence so many women often feel in this paradigm shifting book leading feminist thinker bethany webster identifies the source of women s trauma she calls it the mother wound the
systemic disenfranchisement of women by the patriarchy and reveals how this cycle is perpetuated by wounded mothers who unconsciously pass on damaging beliefs and behaviors to their daughters
in her workshops online courses and talks webster has helped countless women re examine their lives and their relationships with their mothers giving them the vocabulary to voice their pain and
encouraging them to share their experiences in this manifesto and self help guide she offers practical tools for identifying the manifestations of the mother wound in our daily life and strategies we can
use to heal ourselves and prevent our daughters from enduring the same pain in addition she offers step by step advice on how to reconnect with our inner child grieve the mother we didn t have stop
people pleasing and ultimately transform our heartache and anger into healing and self love revealing how women are affected by the mother wound even if they don t personally identify as survivors
discovering the inner mother revolutionizes how we view mother daughter relationships and gives us the inspiration and guidance we need to improve our lives and ultimately create a more equitable
society for all
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